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All together now! The Church
Acts Chapter 2 verses 42 - 47
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Our experience of the church may vary from excellent to
frustrating. But whatever our experience, we need to return to the
Scriptures to refresh our vision for the church and its mission.
What we see in Scripture is the standard for both fellowship and
mission that can fill us with renewed hope and commitment to
God’s people. With this in mind look at the following questions.
=================================================
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1) The church’s mission and message created a fellowship. How
would you describe that first fellowship of believers? Do we have
that kind of fellowship at St. Mary’s?
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2) There were larger worship gatherings at the temple and
smaller gatherings in the homes. Why are they both important?
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3) In verse 43 it speaks of people being “filled with awe” and
“many wonders and miraculous signs“. Do we expect these to
happen today?
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4) In verse 47 is says “the Lord added to their number daily those
who were being saved”. What is our role and what is God’s role
in the growth of the church?
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5) In what way could our church benefit from the example of the
early church described in these verses?
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